
over 1,000 km now exist (Lingsma, 1966). However, several catastrophic

failures during storms have served to periodically demand a review of their

use and design, the most recent being the flood of February 1, 1953 where

1,783 people were killed and total damage was estimated at 250 million dollars

(Wemelsfelder, 1953). This disaster prompted construction of the massive

Delta Project, whose large storm surge barriers were just recently completed

(see Kohl, 1986). As shown in Fig. 6.6, almost half of the Netherlands is

below mean sea level and protected by dikes. The situation here is a clear

microcosm of the future of many regions around the globe if the greatest

estimates of sea level rise prove accurate.

Seawalls bulkheads, and revetments - are structures of concrete, masonry,

steel sheet pile, or rubble used to armor the shoreline and prevent retreat

due to the combination of wave activity and sea level rise. Although

performing much like dikes, they usually are not free-standing and are always

"hard" features, with vertical or steeply sloping faces. They generally are

used on a local rather than regional basis and are built to protect the upland

along a limited section of beach. Besides their cost, the major drawback to

seawalls is that as sea level rises progressively less sandy beach is

available for recreation and additional storm protection. Periodic beach

nourishment is often required as mitigation. Typical cross-sections for a

seawall, bulkhead and revetments are shown in Fig. 6.7.

Sea level rise affects the design, construction, and maintenance of these

structures in the same general manner as with dikes. As sea level rises,

higher crest elevations are required, but because the structures are not free-

standing the required cross-sectional area increases more linearly than

quadratically with sea level. As with dikes, a seawall, bulkhead or revetment

can either be designed with enough crest elevation to account for projected

sea level rise, or else the crest elevation can be periodically raised in

response to sea level. Because these are hard structures, it is usually

difficult and expensive to exercise the second option.

Galveston, Texas is fronted by a seawall constucted after the city was

demolished during a major hurricane in 1900, in which more than 6,000 people

were killed. The wall, whose cross-section was shown in Fig. 6.7a and

planform is displayed in Fig. 6.8, is 4.9 m high and over 16 km long. Nine

million cubic meters of fill were placed behind the wall and much of the city
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